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Minutes of the December 6, 2005 monthly meeting of Advisory Neighborhood 
Commission 1-D 

These minutes approved at the January 3, 2006 meeting. 

Call to order 

Chair Jack McKay called the meeting to order at approximately 7:25 pm, noting the presence of all six 
ANC 1D Commissioners, Kahn, Edwards, Scott, Backfield, Wysocki and himself. 

Approval of minutes  

Rich moved acceptance of the minutes of the October 4 meeting. Rich, Wayne, Stormy, Mitchell, and 
Jack voted for acceptance of the minutes, Gregg voting “no”. 

Treasurer’s Report  

Rich said that we had received notification of the ANC allotment for FY2006, indicating that the 
amount would be approximately the same as last year, $16,871.40.  

Wayne asked about the requirement for a “spending plan budget” upon notification of the annual 
allotment. Rich explained that a budget had to be developed within 60 days of notification. If that date 
of notification is taken to be December 1, the date on the letter of notification from Gottlieb Simon, then 
the budget had to be completed by late February, which permits us to announce the budget at the 
January meeting, and approve it at the February meeting.  

The Treasurer’s report was accepted by the Commission, by a unanimous vote. 

Public discussion 

Mahesh Somashekhar of 1822 Lamont Street, the “Lamont Street collective”, described his concerns 
about the possibility that the house would be sold out from under the residents by the bank, and wanted 
to know where he could find out the rights of the tenants. He was advised to work with Jim Graham’s 
office, and with Gregg Edwards. 

Alejandro Miranda supported this advice, and advised further that the residents see if they could buy 
the house, because otherwise they would be put out. Ted Loza arrived towards the end of this 
discussion, and offered the assistance of Councilmember Graham’s office. 
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Standing Committee Reports 

Gregg reported that there will be a meeting of the Commercial Corridor Committee in the library on 
January 2, 6:30 to 8:30 pm, to deal with such issues as the pedestrian pathway through Bell/Lincoln, and 
the Bestway public space permit application. Rich pointed out that the date was going to be a Federal 
holiday, and the library would likely be closed.  

Special Committee Reports 

Open resource Web site: Gregg said that there would be a committee meeting on December 19 in the 
library, and that Robert Frazier had identified two individuals who could provide the Web programming 
support needed. Rich said that he proposed that this committee be re-chartered as a standing committee 
to handle Web site enhancement issues, as well as the agency coordination initiative, while the 
administrative work of the ANC Web site was transferred to the Commission Secretary.  

Long range planning: Gregg summarized his activities in this area. It was informally agreed that this 
committee should be restructured as a standing committee, to deal with Comprehensive Plan issues over 
a longer term. Under this topic, Jack agreed to arrange an evening meeting with Kapindi Kroma at the 
Bell Multicultural High School. Rich confirmed the rumor that the underground parking garage planned 
at the school has been cancelled. 

Community Meetings:  Gregg, referring to conversations earlier that day with Jack, proposed an 
emphasis on specific topics for such meetings, instead of general topic areas. The Commission 
supported this direction. 

Simultaneous interpretation of meetings: Wayne noted that the apparatus was assembled and 
operating at this meeting, though the lack of one component prevented the operation of the wireless 
audio link to the interpreters. Two interpreters were on hand, one provided by Multicultural Community 
Services, the other via UDC. Wayne noted the absence of any Commission policy concerning the 
lending of the equipment to other organizations; Jack suggested that, pending the development of a 
policy, each request be handled individually, the Commissioners being asked to agree to the lending of 
the equipment. 

Overhead projection equipment: Rich had brought a borrowed projector, but it was agreed that this 
was not a good time to give it a try, due to the press of business.  

Unfinished business: Liquor license renewals 

Jack brought Gregg’s motion “that ANC 1D formulate a policy for comments on ABRA’s policies and 
actions” to the floor. The Commission agreed to permit Gregg to withdraw this motion, and then offered 
another resolution in its place, which, after friendly amendments, read: 

ANC1D resolves to ask the Alcoholic Beverage Control Board to meet informally with 
ANC1D to discuss ABC Board policies, and how they might apply in Mount Pleasant. 

Why: So that we can become better educated on the policies and procedures regarding the 
licensing issues. 

Passed by unanimous vote. 

Unfinished business: Parking 

Jack brought Gregg’s motion from the November meeting, that “ANC1D advises DDOT that any loss of 
more than four parking spaces be submitted a month in advance for commentary”, to the floor. After 
some discussion, Stormy moved that the motion be tabled indefinitely. The motion to table was passed 
unanimously. 
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Unfinished business: Irving Street bus stop 

Jack brought Gregg’s motion from the November meeting, “ANC1D advises DDOT and WMATA to 
move the bus stop at Hobart and Irving Streets to a location next to the south driveway of the rear of 
Harvard Towers”, to the floor. This resolution, and the alternative notion of a sidewalk connecting the 
Harvard Towers driveway to the existing bus stop, were discussed at length, with inputs from MPNA 
representatives Laurie Collins and Marika Torok. Upon taking a vote, the resolution failed, with one 
vote in favor (Gregg), four votes against, and one abstention (Mitchell).  

New business: FY06 budget 

Rich introduced a draft budget for FY 2006. The budget will have to be presented to the public at the 
January meeting, and approved by the ANC at the February meeting, in order to meet the 60 day 
deadline. After a brief discussion, Gregg moved “that we adopt this as our draft budget, to be considered 
at our next meeting”. Motion approved unanimously. 

New business: Web site policy 

Jack summarized the sentiment of the Commission with the motion, “ANC1D agrees to consider a 
revision to its Web site management policy next month”. Motion approved unanimously. 

New business: 1869 Park Road HPRB permit application 

With Gregg taking on the role of Chair, Jack introduced this resolution: 

Resolved, that ANC 1D advises the Historic Preservation Review Board to approve the 
permit application for 1869 Park Road NW. 
 
Rationale: Historic Mount Pleasant has conducted an on-site review of the project, and has 
no objection. The proposed changes are not inconsistent with the style of these unusual 
hilltop mansions, and will have no negative effects on the immediate neighbors, nor the 
neighborhood in general. 

Resolution passed, four votes in favor, one abstention (Mitchell), one declining to vote (Gregg). 

New business: Kenyon/Irving bus stop bench 

Stormy introduced this resolution: 

Resolved, that ANC1D will purchase a bench for installation at the Irving/Kenyon bus stop, 
if the Department of Transportation agrees to install our bench. The amount appropriated for 
this bench purchase is not to exceed $450. The agreement with DDOT must be confirmed 
before the purchase is made. 
 
Rationale: DDOT has informally agreed that the site is suitable for a bench, and would 
arrange for a DDOT contractor to install a bench at this bus stop, if someone provides a 
suitable bench. DDOT does not provide benches except in bus shelters, and there is not 
sufficient space for a shelter. 

Passed by unanimous vote. 
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New business: Bestway public space permit application 

The Commission declined to consider a request for a postponement of the Public Space Committee 
hearing for a month. Gregg requested authorization to purchase incidental refreshments for the January 
2 meeting of the Commercial Corridor Committee, at which meeting the Bestway application will be 
considered. By unanimous vote, the Commission authorized the expenditure of up to $70 for incidental 
refreshments at this meeting. 

New business: By-laws amendment 

Gregg moved that “we have a discussion of the issue” of amending the by-laws concerning the election 
of Commission officers, to deal with the problem of tie votes. Motion passed. 

After some discussion, Wayne moved that Article IV, Selection of Officers, Section 3, be replaced with 
the following: 

Section 3. The candidate who receives a majority of the votes cast wins the election. If, however, on 
the first ballot no candidate receives that majority, then the Commissioners will vote a second time, 
after a round of statements from the candidates. If again no candidate receives a majority vote, then 
the following procedures will be followed: 

3a. If there are three or more candidates, the candidate with the fewest votes will be eliminated. If 
there is no one candidate with the fewest votes, then the Commission will choose among those with 
the fewest votes to determine which one will continue. The Commission will then vote on those 
remaining, after an opportunity for the remaining candidates to make statements.  

3b. If two candidates are tied, then the term of office will be divided equally between the two. If one 
is an incumbent in the officer position, then that candidate will continue in that office for the first six 
months of the calendar year. If neither is an incumbent in the office in question, then the candidate 
with recent continuous seniority as ANC Commissioner will take the first six months of the calendar 
year. If the two have the same time time in office, then a coin toss will determine who takes the 
office for the first six months of the calendar year. 

Gregg moved to amend this resolution by replaced it in its entirety with his text. This motion failed for 
lack of a second. 

The resolution as offered by Wayne was then passed, by a five to one vote, Gregg voting “no”. 

New business: Non-voting delegates 

Gregg offered this resolution proposing a revision to the by-laws, adding a new Article to permit 
nonvoting delegates to the ANC: 

Article XVI   Non-Voting Delegates. 
 
Section 1. The commission may conduct its business as an assembly defined as duly elected 
commissioner together with non-voting delegates chosen by special elections.  
 
Generally, this article should be interpreted to accord to a non-voting delegate the kinds of 
avenues of participation that are accorded by the US Congress to DC's non-voting Delegate. 
 
Section 2. The purpose of including delegates in the proceedings of the commission is to 
encourage substantial participation by well-defined and substantial groups (of at least five 
hundred and normally a thousand) who (1) by the DC ANC statute have the right to raise 
their issues with this Commission, and (2) otherwise are blocked from timely participation in 
the election of a commissioner. No more than five non-voting delegates may be included in 
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this assembly.  
 
Section 3. All members of this assembly   both commissioners and delegates shall operate in 
accordance with these bylaws, with the exceptions noted in this article.  
 
Only commissioners in this section defined as those duly elected and installed in accordance 
with the procedures of the DC Board of Elections and Ethics as shall vote. Commissioners 
shall have the right, if requested by one, of precedence in discussion, and to demand that any 
motion be made and seconded by a commissioner. 
 
Section 4. Examples of groups whose delegate might be included are, not to exclude other 
possibilities: 
 
(1) Legally resident non-citizens. This category might require one or more delegates to 
accord proportional representation. 
 
(2) Students enrolled in a school whose headquarters is based within this ANC's area, or who 
reside in this area. 
 
(3) Residents of this area for at least two months who are registered to vote in an other 
jurisdiction. 
 
(4) Registered voters in a district where the commissioner has not attended business meeting 
for three months; the term of delegate in this case would cease as soon as a duly elected 
commissioner has attended two consecutive meetings. 
 
(5) Employees and business owners who work full time (at least 32 hours a week) within 
ANC1D's area and have so operated for at least two months.  This includes school and non-
profit employees, whether paid or not. 
 
Section 5. The commission may provide its own rules for designating and electing a non-
voting delegate.  However, those rules should not give any extra representation to a group 
already with legal franchise, nor violate current DC policy on un-biased representation.  Two 
commissioners may petition the Director of the DC's Office of ANCs for binding arbitration 
on the fairness of the election rules and of the designation of a voter pool within the context 
of the policy of the article. 

There was a motion (the commissioner making the motion unidentifiable from the audio) that this 
resolution be tabled until the January meeting. This motion was approved by unanimous vote. 

Rich moved approval of payment to Multicultural Community Services of $100 for interpreting services 
provided this evening. This was amended to add $60 for Ugo Tubar, the individual who had come at his 
request, also to provide interpreting services. Passed by unanimous vote. 

Adjournment 

By unanimous consent, the meeting was adjourned, at 10:05 pm. 
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